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Abstract
The discourse on climate change has become a centerpiece of public debate, thereby creating a pressing need to analyze
the multitude of messages created by the participants in this communication process. In addition to text, information on this
topic is conveyed multimodally, through images, videos, tables and other data objects that are embedded within documents
and accompany the text. This paper presents the process of building a multimodal pilot corpus to the InsightsNet Climate
Change Corpus (ICCC) and using natural language processing (NLP) tools to enrich corpus (meta)data, thus creating
a dataset that lends itself to the exploration of the interplay between the various modalities that constitute the discourse on
climate change. We demonstrate how the pilot corpus can be queried for relevant information in two types of databases,
and how the proposed data model promotes a more comprehensive sentiment analysis approach.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the topic of climate change has taken cen-
ter stage in discourses across diverse segments of society
through different channels, media, and publications. While
climate scientists are in agreement that climate change is
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ongoing and real, debates on this topic as well as its influ-
ences on policy-makers remain highly controversial [30].

With the surge of published data on climate change,
linguistics and other related disciplines have identified the
study of data representing discourses on climate change as
a research desiderate in order to gain a better understand-
ing of this multidisciplinary field and the role played by
a diverse set of participants with different scientific and po-
litical backgrounds who are assuming a number of roles and
interests. In order to enable such studies, research is needed
to collect and organize suitable corpora in a comprehensive
and meaningful way to inform the different communities
engaging and interested in relevant discourses as well as
processes concomitant with their roles as scientists, layper-
sons, politicians, managers and many others involved in the
relevant debates and policy making processes.

According to [17], the climate change related topic of
global warming “has received little attention in natural lan-
guage processing [NLP] despite its real world urgency”.
One plausible reason for this may be attributed to the lack
of available corpora focusing primarily on climate change.
Additionally, as a topic – like many topics with a multi-
disciplinary coverage – climate change is represented in
many publications from multiple domains and not merely
by means of natural language text, but also by means of
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a multitude of modalities such as images, maps, data ta-
bles and visualizations that are hardly captured, let alone
systematically analysed for their contribution at all. While
there may be an abundant volume of digital text to be po-
tentially included in corpora, the representation of textual
and embedded multimodal data objects extracted and stored
together in a corpus on the topic of climate change is still
lacking. Efforts to conduct discourse analysis on this topic
which would account for messages conveyed in more than
one modality are therefore constrained.

The research reported in this paper aims to fill this gap
by building a multimodal corpus representing discourses
from the domain of climate change across different genres.
The central objective is to illustrate how a multimodal cor-
pus on a specific topic has been compiled and annotated
in a manner conducive to discourse analysis on a specific
topic that takes into account messages conveyed by more
than one modality. The process starts by selecting genres
of interest and corresponding data sources; this is followed
by a demonstration of some exemplary methods from cor-
pus and computational linguistics for collecting, parsing,
and annotating the data with the purpose of enriching the
corpus with metadata and linguistic annotations. A corpus
compiled and processed in this way allows for more in-
depth analyses that explore a wider range of connecting
points within and between documents. This is exemplified
through two use cases: one that shows how relevant in-
formation from the corpus can be retrieved by performing
linguistic and document queries in a relational and a graph
database respectively1 using corpus metadata and annota-
tions, and a second one that shows how the data model
proposed in this paper supports multimodal sentiment anal-
ysis.

We believe that the compilation and curation of mul-
timodal corpora, alongside the study of the interlinking
between the multimodal objects with their textual coun-
terparts, can create new insights into the topic of climate
change and drive new discussions across various commu-
nities. Such corpora are also instrumental in shedding light
on the respective discourses ensuing in different commu-
nicative contexts.

2 Overview of corpora for discourse analysis
on climate change

Prior to embarking on corpus-building, we explored ex-
isting corpora and datasets that have been used in pre-
vious studies on the climate change discourse. A good
overview of datasets used to investigate the debate on cli-

1 Databases of this type allow us to switch between a bottom-up i.e.
word-to-document and a top-down i.e. document-to-word analysis.

mate change by practitioners in the community of NLP and
social sciences is provided in [30]; unfortunately, none of
these studies takes multimodality into account. A further
potentially relevant climate-change-related NLP resource is
the Science Daily Climate Change (SciDCC) dataset, pre-
sented in [21], which includes approximately 11000 news
articles on the topics “Earth and Climate” and “Plant and
Animals” scraped from the Science Daily website. Yet, this
is a text-only resource as well. There is a limited number of
studies on the topic of climate change conducted on multi-
modal corpora, but these are largely combinations of texts
and photographic illustrations only (see [1] and [33]).

The exploration of existing corpora on the topic of in-
terest revealed that while they are well-suited for text-only
discourse analysis, none of them can fully address the needs
of a study aiming to analyse the climate change discourse
as an interaction between various modalities. The corpora
that we inspected do not store data objects of different for-
mats in a single corpus in a manner that lends itself to the
study of the interplay between a document’s text and any
multimedia content embedded in it. In addition, existing
multimodal corpora take into consideration a set number of
media types, which does not allow for the exploration of
the range of embedded media types. Rather than moulding
our research to fit the data that was readily available at the
time this study began, we decided to build a multimodal
corpus from authentic data that would allow us (1) to ex-
amine the type of modalities embedded in a document, and
(2) to explore methods of querying different modalities and
their contribution to the discourse on climate change.

3 Developing a pilot corpus

The pilot corpus described in this section is a precursor to
ICCC. The objective is to explore the possibilities of devel-
oping a multimodal corpus on climate change and to sys-
tematically learn more about the challenges before expand-
ing it. At the onset of the corpus-building process, two main
criteria were devised: the corpus had to contain content in
both English and German, and any collected multimedia
content had to be embedded in the document. We refrained
from incorporating stand-alone collections of single-modal-
ity data such as collections of tables, images, videos etc.
We did not set a limit on the types of multimodal data
to be collected with the expectation that data objects other
than images and videos would be encountered. Beyond this,
we adhered to a fairly standard corpus-design procedure,
which included the following steps: (1) identifying genres
of interest and data sources that contain suitable content,
(2) contacting copyright holders to obtain their approval to
collect and use the data, (3) defining metadata properties
to store relevant information, (4) collecting the data from
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each data source, (5) parsing the data in a project-specific
corpus structure.

3.1 Identifying genres, data sources, and obtaining
copyright permissions

The objective in this step was to ensure that each genre in-
cluded in the corpus represents various entities or members
of society that actively take part in the public discourse on
climate change. Hence, the pilot corpus entails content from
three sources: academic papers on climate change, reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
and content published on the websites of Greenpeace Inter-
national and Greenpeace Germany (Non-Governmental Or-
ganisations (NGOs)). We thus established a modular corpus
structure representing three distinct genres: academic liter-
ature, content produced by international or intergovernmen-
tal organisations, and content produced by NGOs. Setting
up a corpus in this way allows for both easy extension of its
contents, for example by adding more academic papers or
including data from additional international organisations
and NGOs, and for a simple narrow-down step by selecting
a single genre as per research requirements.

Academic papers can be found either under a free open
access (OA) policy, which does not require specific copy-
right permissions, or hidden behind a paywall, in which
case the rules for content use are governed by the specific
publisher. IPCC reports can be downloaded from the offi-
cial website of IPCC2 and used for personal, non-commer-
cial purposes as long as the source is duly acknowledged.
Translation of IPCC reports into German is managed by the
German IPCC Coordination Office3 and the translated con-
tent can be retrieved from their website. Content published
on the two Greenpeace websites posed the most complex
copyright case, mostly because of the different copyright
rules applicable to text on the one hand, and multimedia
content on the other. Greenpeace has granted us approval
to use images and videos that have been created by and are
sole property of Greenpeace, as long as the content is used
for research purposes exclusively4,5

3.2 Establishing and implementing a metadata
schema

Metadata support corpus management and exploitation and
constitute an integral part of linguistic research. They can be

2 https://www.ipcc.ch/.
3 https://www.de-ipcc.de/index.php.
4 Greenpeace International e-mail to Elena Volkanovska, 13 April
2022.
5 Greenpeace International e-mail to Elena Volkanovska, 15 March
2022.

retrieved from the content description provided by the pub-
lisher (corpus/document properties), or obtained through
data post-processing, including linguistic processing and
information extraction (corpus/document annotation). An
example of the former would be the year in which an ar-
ticle was published, and of the latter the number of tokens
in an article. We refer to corpus and article information
obtained in this way with the umbrella term metadata.

The pilot corpus metadata framework uses properties
from the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI Metadata
Terms) as its backbone. We opted for the DCMI frame-
work because it provides descriptive terms for data objects
of different formats and constitutes a widely acknowledged
standard that has been used in the description of both web
and physical collections. This allows us to use the same
schema for digitised collections which were not primarily
designed to serve as web content.

At the time of property selection, DCMI Metadata
Terms entailed 55 properties [4], accompanied by a set of
datatypes and vocabulary encoding schemes for the de-
scription of digital resources of various formats (including
image, video, and audio). We selected 14 DCMI metadata
terms: title, type, subject, publisher, contributor, identifier,
rights, format, bibliographicCitation, rightsHolder, license,
extent, created, accrualMethod. For a more detailed de-
scription of each term see [4]. This information should be
retrievable for each document in the corpus.

While the DCMI Metadata Terms provide a good selec-
tion of descriptive elements, they do not include fields for
encoding all information of relevance to the project. Two
containers of metadata properties were added to address this
shortcoming: linguisticInformation and mediaInformation.
The former is a container for project-relevant linguistic in-
formation gathered from both the given metadata, that is,
metadata provided by the publisher, and for metadata de-
rived by performing linguistic processing on the corpus,
described in Sect. 6. The latter stores information about
the number and type of multimedia data objects embedded
in a document. The two metadata containers are flexible
and more properties can be added as necessary. At the mo-
ment, linguisticInformation holds information about genre,
language, text type, status of content (archived or not, for
clarification see Sect. 4.3), number of tokens, number of
words, word types, content words, type-token ratio, lexi-
cal density, information about sentence, word, and token
length, named entities and abbreviations.

Once the metadata schema was established, each docu-
ment was given a filename according to an agreed workable
convention. In this way, various media types can be linked
to the document in which they are embedded. The collected
metadata was added to each document and helped us build
a profile of the whole corpus. The intention is to apply this
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schema to every document collected from the three data
sources described in Sect. 3.1.

4 Data collection

This section elaborates on the data collection process from
the three sources identified in Sect. 3.1, which include: aca-
demic papers, reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), and relevant content published on
the websites of Greenpeace International and Greenpeace
Germany.

4.1 Academic papers

As a starting point for data collection for the pilot corpus,
we used an article published by CarbonBrief titled “The
most influential climate change papers of all time” [25].
The article highlights eight academic papers [2, 3, 7, 8, 11,
14, 18, 24] as the most “cited” papers, which is a measure
and an indication of how much impact the paper has in the
scientific world. The publication dates of the seed papers
lie between the years 1896 to 2012, thus providing a wide
range of different climate change perspectives as the topic
has evolved over time. We coined the eight papers our “seed
papers”; they provided a way for us to extract information
from them that would link our search path to other related
academic works along the same topic lines across different
years, providing a method of building a more comprehen-
sive and transparent corpus.

4.1.1 Building a corpus with the seed papers

We explored two methods for building a corpus using the
eight seed papers defined earlier: (1) checking the overlap of
references between the seed papers, (2) extracting keywords
and keyphrases from the academic papers and using them
as seed terms to search for more academic papers on similar
topics in Google Scholar.

The first approach did not reveal an overlap between the
references of the seed papers. Therefore, we did a search
on Dimensions6 for a list of the top citation references for
each seed paper and from there we looked for overlapping
citations. If a paper referenced to at least two seed papers,
then that paper was taken to be included in the corpus.
Based on this method, a total of 84 papers were initially
collected.

The second method was based on information extraction.
The text content of the seed papers was extracted and an-
alyzed with KeyBERT [6]. KeyBERT provides integration
of different pre-trained language models and since we only

6 https://www.dimensions.ai/.

have academic papers in the English language, we opted for
the model all-MiniLM-L6-v2 developed initially by [26].

The top 10 keywords/keyphrases from each paper were
extracted and grouped according to semantic similarity.
The first iteration of extracting and grouping keywords/
keyphrases from seed papers resulted in 9 clusters of key-
words/keyphrases. Items of each cluster were used as seed
terms to search Google Scholar with the AND operator be-
tween the terms and the top 20 results were taken and added
to our collection. This iterative process was completed when
we evaluated the corpus and found that we had obtained
1812 academic papers using this method. The total number
of academic papers downloaded was 1887, ranging from
the years 1895 to 2022.

4.2 Reports published by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

The pilot corpus contains IPCC synthesis reports from
each reporting period. These include:“Climate Change:
The IPCC 1990 and 1992 Assessments”, “SAR Climate
Change 1995: Synthesis Report”, “TAR Climate Change
2001: Synthesis Report”, “AR4 Climate Change 2007: Syn-
thesis Report”, “AR5 Synthesis Report: Climate Change
2014”, “Synthesis Report (SYR) of the IPCC Sixth Assess-
ment Report (AR6)”7. IPCC reports are originally published
in English and were collected as such; translations into Ger-
man were collected when available8. In the pilot corpus, we
included 6 synthesis reports in English and 3 full or partial
translations of synthesis reports in German.

4.3 Greenpeace International and Greenpeace
Germany

The webpages from Greenpeace International and Green-
peace Germany relevant to our project were retrieved by
entering the prompt “climate change” and “Klimawan-
del” respectively in the search bar on each organisation’s
website9,10. The search, performed in March 2022, returned
4057 links to webpages from Greenpeace International,
of which 698 were hosted on the domain of Greenpeace
International, while 3359 were archived and hosted on the

7 At the time of writing this paper, the Synthesis Report (SYR) of the
IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (AR6), published on 20 March 2023,
remains subject to final copy editing and layout changes. The pilot cor-
pus will be updated with the final version of the respective report, and
potentially its German translation, once the documents become avail-
able.
8 At the moment, there are full translations of the synthesis reports
for the years 2007 and 2014, and a translation of the Summary for
Policymakers from 2001.
9 https://www.greenpeace.org/international/.
10 https://www.greenpeace.de.
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Table 1 Summary of the pilot corpus with number of extracted contents

Data Source Docs without MC* Docs with MC* Multimedia Content # of Tokens

Imgs/Figs Videos Other

Academic Papers 100 1787 15461 – 3302 43152714

IPCC reports EN 0 6 354 – 111 556646

IPCC reports DE 0 3 135 – 31 170617

Greenpeace
International

228 470 2066 188 458 676879

Greenpeace
Germany

229 1052 2463 14 463 645962

*MC: Multimedia Content

domain of the Wayback Machine – Internet Archive11. In
the pilot corpus we included only the 698 webpages hosted
on the Greenpeace International domain in order to have
a balanced number of tokens in each language (see Table 1
for corpus size). From Greenpeace Germany, the search
returned 1281 links to webpages.

5 Data parsing

The process described in Sect. 4 resulted in files in two
formats: PDF and HTML. This section discusses the tools
used to parse the documents and extract relevant informa-
tion. It should be pointed out that texts accompanying and
describing multimodal objects, such as captions, were ex-
tracted and saved together with the multimodal object. This
allowed us to conduct linguistic annotation and information
extraction on these texts, too. Sect. 5.2.1 zeroes in on the
post-parsing processing applied to videos, as none of the
extracted videos was accompanied by text descriptions.

5.1 Academic papers and IPCC reports

All academic papers and IPCC reports were saved and
parsed as PDF files. For the scanned versions of PDF files,
we used Tesseract [13] for OCR on the text and appended
the results as transparent text layers to the original PDF
pages.

We combined VILA [29] and Resnet101 [10] models that
were trained on DocBank [16] to parse PDF Files. VILA
is a model for token sequence prediction, which does not
predict the images in the document. Resnet101 takes as
input the rendered image of each page of the document
and identifies only the location of the figures on the page.
The output label set is Abstract, Author, Caption, Equation,
Figure, Footer, List, Paragraph, Reference, Section, Table
and Title.

The models for parsing PDF files were run in an On-
line Learning [12] framework and were loaded in Label

11 https://archive.org/web/.

Studio [31] as a machine learning backend service. We im-
ported the documents as a rectangular label object detection
task into the front end, used the original models to make
predictions for a small subset of documents, corrected the
prediction manually, and then fine-tuned the models. Fi-
nally, we parsed all documents using the updated models.
The goal is not only to extract the text and other data objects
from the PDF files, but also to retain the layout information
of the documents so that we can examine the interactions
between the data objects.

5.2 Greenpeace International and Greenpeace
Germany

Since many of the webpages that we needed to download
and parse were dynamic, we used Selenium12 to retrieve the
HTML from the collected links and BeautifulSoup [28] to
parse the content. When extracting the relevant data objects,
we made sure to preserve the order of appearance of HTML
elements containing important information, to extract their
position on the webpage, and to extract all HTML elements
that might contain links to data objects in any modality
other than text. This resulted in documents that mirror the
output of the PDF parsing process described in Sect. 5.1.

5.2.1 Adding text descriptions to videos

As none of the videos of the Greenpeace corpus was ac-
companied by a text description, we extracted the title and
description of the video, if available, using the Python li-
brary pytube13. We also obtained the transcription of the
videos (where the original language is English or German)
using the Python library youtube-transcript-api14. This re-
sulted in descriptions for all videos in the English collection
and for 13 of the 14 videos of the German collection. This
text was run through the pipeline described in the next sec-
tion.

12 https://github.com/SeleniumHQ/selenium, v.3.14.0.
13 https://github.com/pytube/pytube.
14 https://pypi.org/project/youtube-transcript-api/.
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6 Data annotation and information
extraction

This section explains some of the methods used to anno-
tate the parsed data and extract relevant information from
it. We elaborate on the steps for: (1) linguistic annotation,
(2) named-entity recognition and (3) keywords/keyphrases
extraction. The three processing steps were applied to the
main text (body) of each document and to texts describ-
ing multimodal objects. Sect. 6.1 describes (1) and (2)
and Sect. 6.2 describes (3). Several libraries for automatic
text processing were used to perform linguistic annotation
and information extraction. Before diving into the details
of these processes, it is important to underline that there
are many NLP libraries that can be used for this type of
text processing, and that each of them has its strengths and
weaknesses. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate
the application of known computational tools for linguis-
tic annotation of and information extraction from authentic
data, rather than assess or improve the performance of the
used NLP tools. We also point out that while ongoing ad-
vancements have increased the reliability of the output of
tools for automatic text processing, one should not con-
sider them a single source of truth and should refrain from
expecting 100% accuracy.

6.1 Linguistic annotation and named-entity
recognition (NER)

The linguistic annotation was carried out by splitting
a document’s text into sentences and running the sentences
through an annotation pipeline that extracted features at
token and sentence level. For both languages, the linguistic
annotation pipeline entailed tokenization, lemmatization,
part-of-speech (POS) tagging, dependency parsing and
named entity recognition (NER). From English texts we
also extracted abbreviations and obtained their long forms
with the help of an adequate NLP tool. The annotation
pipeline was implemented fully on the two Greenpeace
subcorpora and on samples from the subcorpora of aca-
demic papers and reports from the IPCC15.

Three libraries constitute the annotation pipeline for En-
glish texts: spacy-stanza16, Stanford CoreNLP [19]17, and
SciSpacy[23]18 running on language model en_core_sci_lg.
For several processors, including part-of-speech tagging
and dependency parsing, stanza offers a combined langu-

15 This allows us to test the transferability of the pipeline across the
three genres at a lower computing cost.
16 https://spacy.io/universe/project/spacy-stanza, running on stanza
language model 1.4.1.
17 Version 4.4.0.
18 https://github.com/allenai/scispacy.

age model for English, which has been trained on mul-
tiple datasets and as such should provide better coverage
of the language19. This is important given the three gen-
res constituting the corpus. Stanza language models were
used through a spaCy pipeline because this allowed us to
complement the 18 named entity (NE) categories offered
by stanza’s NER model with additional NE categories from
CoreNLP in a single pipeline, thus avoiding differences in
character offsets when extracting token-level features.

In addition to using linguistic annotations to calculate
features such as lexical density or type-token ratio, lin-
guistic information is saved at token level, which paves
the way for linguistic queries to be executed in a rela-
tional database, a process illustrated in Sect. 8.1. The
extracted named entities from English texts belong to the
following 24 categories: PERSON, NORP (nationalities,
religious or political groups), FAC (facilities such as air-
ports, buildings, highways, bridges), ORG (organisations
including companies, agencies, institutions), GPE (geo-po-
litical entities), LOC (non-GPE locations, mountain ranges,
bodies of water), PRODUCT (objects, vehicles, foods,
etc. but not services), EVENT (named hurricanes, battles,
wars, sports events, etc.), WORK-OF-ART (titles of books,
songs, etc.), LAW (named documents made into laws),
LANGUAGE (any named language), DATE (absolute or
relative dates or periods), TIME (times smaller than a day),
PERCENT (percentage), MONEY (monetary values, in-
cluding unit), QUANTITY (measurements, such as weight
or distance), ORDINAL (first, second, etc.), CARDINAL
(numerals that do not fall under another type), TITLE
(administrative, legislative, institutional, etc.), CITY (cities
only), IDEOLOGY, RELIGION, CRIMINAL-CHARGE,
and CAUSE-OF-DEATH (includes diseases and natural
disasters). With SciSpacy we extracted abbreviations and
their long forms from each sentence. The German docu-
ments were processed with stanza only, since both stanza
and Stanford CoreNLP distinguish only four categories of
named entities for German language texts (ORG, PERSON,
LOC, MISC).

In addition to saving the extracted annotations in a JSON
file, each document with linguistic annotations was serial-
ized as a pickle file (German content) and both pickle file
and spaCy object (English content). This step should ensure
consistency should we decide to extract additional linguistic
features.

The linguistic annotation served as the backbone of the
linguistic information extracted and calculated for each doc-
ument. The result of this process is fed back into the meta-

19 Information about the performance of the models is available
at: https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/performance.html (stanza) and
https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/ (SciSpacy).
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data, where the information is saved in the metadata con-
tainer linguisticInformation, described in Sect. 3.2.

6.2 Keywords/Keyphrases extraction

As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, KeyBERT was implemented
to capture keywords and keyphrases that are semantically
similar to the document content. The same approach was
used to annotate the documents in our corpus. Since our
corpus contains documents both in English and German,
using pretrained language models in English is not enough.
Therefore, the multilingual model paraphrase-multilingual-
MiniLM-L12-v2 developed by [27] was used for German
texts.

Through our implementation and experimentation of
using KeyBERT for identifying seed terms as shown in
Sect. 4.1, we found that KeyBERT has the tendency to
create noisy results, which did not have much effect on
our results when using them as seed terms to search on
Google Scholar, but could have a more profound effect on
keywords/keyphrases annotation of the data. Therefore, we
combined the KeyBERT approach with the textrank ap-
proach proposed by [20]. We implemented textrank using
PyTextRank [22] in the spaCy pipeline. Both English20 and
German21 models were used through spaCy.

The keywords and keyphrases that had a semantic simi-
larity score of 0.7 or higher were extracted using KeyBERT
and the list was compared to the set that was extracted us-
ing PyTextRank; overlapping results were discarded and
the final list of keywords and keyphrases was added to the
metadata term subject.

7 Results: Data collection and parsing

We present the results obtained from the data collection
process of the pilot corpus, and the types and number of
multimodal data objects retrieved by parsing the documents
collected from each of the three data sources.

7.1 Academic papers

A total of 1887 academic papers were collected and 15461
images and figures were extracted from the academic PDF
files. 1095 equations and 2207 tables were extracted and
these are listed under “Other” in Table 1. Over 43 million
tokens were extracted from these documents.

20 en_core_web_sm and en_core_web_trf.
21 de_core_news_sm and de_dep_news_trf.

7.2 IPCC reports

The 6 English IPCC reports contained 354 images and fig-
ures and 111 tables/equations. A total of 556646 tokens
were extracted. From the 3 reports in German, 135 images
and figures were extracted, alongside 31 tables/equations
and a total of 170617 tokens.

7.3 Greenpeace International and Greenpeace
Germany

Of the 698 documents of Greenpeace International, 470
are multimodal; these have 2066 embedded images, 123
embedded videos, 67 videos added to the content as hyper-
links, and 458 other types of multimedia objects. In Table 1,
“Other” entails iframes, which are webpages embedded
within another webpage. In the context of the Greenpeace
International corpus, iframes store videos, text, images, ani-
mations, dynamic charts, tweets, Facebook posts, Instagram
posts, and PDF files. Of the 1281 documents of Greenpeace
Germany, 1052 are multimodal, with 2463 images and 14
videos. We retrieved 188 YouTube videos from Greenpeace
International, whose total duration is 25.55hours. The 14
videos of Greenpeace Germany amount to 3.35hours. We
counted 157115 tokens in the transcripts of Greenpeace
International, and 27586 tokens in the transcripts of Green-
peace Germany.

It is evident that of the total number of collected docu-
ments (3874), the majority have embedded multimedia con-
tent (3317), compared to text-only documents (557). This
finding underpins the need for awareness of the various me-
dia types existing alongside textual content, and for incor-
porating processing techniques that would enable research-
ers to analyse media content in the context of a document
as a whole.

8 Use cases

This section aims to show how the annotated corpus can be
used for discourse analysis through two different use cases.
For the first one we ingest the corpus in a relational and
a graph database and demonstrate how the linguistic anno-
tations and extracted information could promote the inter-
linking of text and multimodal objects within documents,
and between documents within a corpus. The second use
case utilizes the corpus structure to obtain a better under-
standing of sentiments expressed in images and various sec-
tions of text belonging to a document. The two use cases
exemplify how a corpus collected, parsed, and annotated
using the methodology described in this paper can support
a study on the climate change discourse that incorporates
a multimodal perspective.
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Fig. 1 A CQL query to retrieve sentences containing climate change
(1) or Klimawandel (2)

8.1 Querying the corpus with a relational and
a graph database

To demonstrate the types of queries that are made avail-
able through the linguistic annotations and the extracted
information, as described in Sects. 5 and 6, we ingest the
Greenpeace subcorpora in two types of databases: A rela-
tional database and a graph database.

Relational databases have been used as the backbone
of tools for linguistic queries, such as CQPweb [9] or
SketchEngine [15]. Such databases help establish connec-
tions between documents by querying the fine-grained lin-
guistic features. The annotated data can be adapted for lin-
guistic analysis in such a tool by constructing tables where
each row represents a linguistic feature of interest (such as
a POS tag) [9]22. Since the annotated corpus contains token-
level linguistic features, it is possible for us to perform lin-
guistic queries using the Corpus Query Language (CQL) as
implemented, for example, in the IMS Open Corpus Work-
bench and its webfrontend CQPweb. We complement this
linguistic data modelling with document-level modelling by
means of the graph database ArangoDB23. Graph databases
can promote the understanding of how documents relate
to each other beyond their linguistic features by provid-
ing data inter-connectivity and uncovering inherent rela-
tions between documents. In our use case, a graph database
helps to unveil new connections between documents of in-
terest: whether through the document properties, such as
date of publication, the multimedia objects they contain,
such as the same image being used in two different docu-
ments, hence in possibly differing contexts, or through the
extracted keywords, entities or abbreviations.

A simple CQL query, such as the one presented in Fig. 1,
would retrieve all sentences containing climate change or
Klimawandel, as well as the identifiers of the documents
where the sentences appear. From here on, discourse anal-
ysis can be conducted by either zooming in on the sen-
tences containing the queried word or phrase, or by zoom-
ing out of the sentence level and looking at the documents
and their embedded data objects as constituents of a cor-

22 This type of tables, known as “vertical files” among the linguistic
community, can be created easily from our data model with a Python
script.
23 https://www.arangodb.com.

Fig. 2 A simplified view of a graph database output for documents and
data objects connected through a keyword/keyphrase (climate change,
Greenpeace, COP26) or a named entity (Indonesia). A graph could
also tell us if two documents make use of the same image

pus represented as a graph. Using the Corpus Annotation
Graph Builder (CAG) [5], we ingest the Greenpeace sub-
corpora in ArangoDB and build a graph with the documents
of interest using the identifiers obtained through the CQL
query. Fig. 2 is a simplified version of such a graph, show-
ing how the documents of interest are related between each
other beyond the queried phrase, i.e. word, and through
overlapping named entities, images, videos, or other mul-
timedia objects. The search can be further refined to show
only documents that are multimodal or that are also con-
nected by a specific named entity. The two query systems
are complementary and help build a better understanding
of the research question at hand.

8.2 Comparing sentiments in texts and embedded
images

The present data model, which embeds images in a doc-
ument’s text and stores them in the order in which they
appear in the original document, allows us to extract infor-
mation about the sentiment expressed in embedded images
on the one hand, and in context texts related to those images
on the other. This helps us to examine whether the senti-
ment detected in images aligns with the sentiment detected
in the text, or whether there is a mismatch in the sentiments
detected in the different modalities.

We use text from various contexts to ensure that we
consider not only image-approximate context text, such as
paragraphs preceding and following the image, but also the
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Table 2 Sentiment analysis of images and texts in Greenpeace Inter-
national

Img
Sent

Img
Pos

Img
Neg

Img
Neutral

Text Sent

Title Pos 273 333 431

Title Neg 104 134 202

Article Text Pos 61 77 111

Article Text Neg 316 390 522

Context Text
Pos

182 189 268

Context Text
Neg

56 77 117

text of the document as a whole and the text of the title only.
This resulted in a total of 1477 images from Greenpeace
International and 1488 images from Greenpeace Germany
that were extracted with their corresponding context texts,
article titles, and article texts. We then used pre-trained
models24 from HuggingFace25 to extract sentiment from the
text and the visual sentiment analysis pre-trained model
developed by [32] to extract sentiment from images.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of the sentiment
analysis. Sentiments of context texts were extracted sep-
arately, meaning that the results shown in the tables con-
sist only of context texts that had the same sentiment (i.e.
the sentiment of the paragraph before the image matches
the sentiment of the paragraph after the image). It should
be noted that the results from the English model did not
have any texts that were classified with neutral sentiment
while the German model has 269 titles, 555 article texts and
128 context texts that were classified as neutral. Neutral re-
sults in texts of Greenpeace Germany were discarded to
make the results comparable with Greenpeace International
texts. Overall, Greenpeace International has more neutral
sentiment images with positive sentiment titles compared
to Greenpeace Germany, which has more neutral sentiment
images with negative sentiment titles. Greenpeace Interna-
tional has more positive and negative sentiment article texts
compared to Greenpeace Germany, whose texts are mostly
classified as neutral.

Of particular interest to us were cases of mismatch of
sentiments in images and texts belonging to the same doc-
ument. One example is between the image and the text
shown in Fig. 3, hosted on the website of Greenpeace
International26. The image itself is dark with white letters in
all capitals and its sentiment has been classified as negative.

24 EN: distilbert-base-uncased-finetuned-sst-2-english, DE: oliver-
guhr/german-sentiment-bert.
25 https://huggingface.co.
26 https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/45030/time-to-
transform-transport/.

Table 3 Sentiment analysis of images and texts in Greenpeace Ger-
many

Img
Sent

Img
Pos

Img
Neg

Img
Neutral

Text Sent

Title Pos 53 60 78

Title Neg 168 215 298

Article Text Pos 0 0 2

Article Text Neg 29 39 41

Context Text
Pos

0 0 1

Context Text
Neg

201 267 294

This is in contrast to the context text which says, “We’ve got
a few bold suggestions for how to make this happen in a so-
cially just, green and collective way”. The text itself gives
a positive sentiment including phrases and words such as
“socially just”, “green” and “collective”, which is in stark
contrast to the sentiment detected in the image. An example
of sentiment mismatch where the text is classified as nega-
tive, and the image positive, is provided in Fig. 4. The para-
graph under the image, classified as negative, reads: ““Jeder
hat das Recht, in Freiheit und Sicherheit zu leben.” Das ist
ein Menschenrecht. “Jeder darf seinen Aufenthaltsort sel-
ber wählen” auch. Und auch: “Niemand darf willkürlich
seines Eigentums beraubt werden.” Doch die Erderhitzung
wird Millionen Menschen dieser Rechte berauben, wenn es
der Weltgemeinschaft nicht gelingt, den Klimaschutz so vo-
ranzutreiben, wie es angesichts des Klimanotstandes drin-
gend nötig wäre. Heute ist der Internationale Tag der Men-
schenrechte. Doch auch auf der diesjährigen Klimakon-
ferenz in Madrid fehlt es an echtem Engagement, die dro-
hende Katastrophe noch aufzuhalten”27,28. The image in
Fig. 4 could be interpreted as implicitly negative, as it hints
that climate change exacerbates problems of people who
are already struggling with access to clean water. Never-
theless, its label stands in contrast to the sentiment ex-
pressed in the text, which entails phrases and words such as
“Erderhitzung” (global warming), “Klimanotstandes” (cli-
mate emergency), “fehlt es an echtem Engagement” (a lack
of real commitment), “drohende Katastrophe” (impeding

27 The original content is hosted on the website of Greenpeace Ger-
many: https://www.greenpeace.de/ueber-uns/leitbild/recht-schutz.
28 Translation into English, unofficial: “Everyone has the right to live
in freedom and security”. This is a human right. “Everyone may choose
their place of residence”, too. And also: “No person shall be arbitrarily
deprived of their property”. But global warming will deprive millions
of people of these rights, should the global community fail to advance
climate protection with the urgency that is needed in the face of climate
emergency. Today is the International Human Rights Day. But even this
year’s climate conference in Madrid sees a lack of real commitment to
stop the impending catastrophe..
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catastrophe). Detecting mismatched sentiments across dif-
ferent modalities could set the scene for a qualitative and
multimodal approach to discourse analysis, which could ex-
amine, for example, if there is a pattern of document-level
topics where mismatches in sentiments occur29.

9 Discussion

This paper describes the process of building a multimodal
pilot corpus representing discourses on climate change from
three genres, comprising both a substantial number and
a wide range of data types in documents. It also exemplifies
how various NLP techniques can be employed to augment
the corpus (meta)data. The use cases of Sect. 8 demonstrate
two potential approaches to gaining insights from various
data objects in a multimodal corpus and their respective
annotations and could serve as inspiration for future work.
The pilot corpus is the starting point for developing method-
ologies that would allow us to better design and curate the
ICCC.

Prior to discussing the challenges encountered and
lessons learned throughout this work, it is important to reit-
erate that the goal of this paper is to present a methodology
for creating and curating a multimodal corpus using known
tools for computational analysis. Improving the perfor-
mance of the NLP tools used for the corpus annotation is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, we briefly report
our observations on the advantages and disadvantages of
using out-of-the-box NLP tools for various genres so as
to reflect on the work done so far and to contribute to the
development of a methodology that supports the extraction
of meaningful links between data objects in a multimodal
corpus.

9.1 Lessons learned and future steps

We present some of the lessons learned in terms of data
modelling of multimodal corpora, application of data anno-
tation and information retrieval techniques, and challenges
of working with a bilingual corpus.

It is evident that discarding multimedia data objects, as
is common practice in corpus development, results in the
possible loss of relevant information and eliminates the op-
portunity to investigate the interaction between data ob-
jects of different modalities. As seen in this paper, creating
a data model that lends itself to modelling and analyzing
interactions between different types of data objects presents

29 It should be noted that automatically generated labels should be sub-
ject to closer scrutiny, which is why in this instance we would recom-
mend to further pursue this study with a qualitative rather than a quan-
titative discourse analysis approach.

Fig. 3 An example of an image/context text mismatch. The image in
this figure is the sole property of Greenpeace International and is used
with their permission. This is a screenshot of the webpage where the
image is hosted

another layer of complexity in the process of collecting,
parsing, and analysing multimodal data, especially when
the objective is to build a dataset that represents more than
one genre. In the case of the ICCC, we ensured that the sub-
corpora comprising the pilot corpus have the same metadata
schema and document structure. However, the type of mul-
timodal data objects found in each subcorpus is idiosyn-
cratic to the respective data source: academic papers are
bound to have a references section, while webpages em-
bed videos and iframes. As our intention was to explore the
types of data objects available in different genres, repre-
sented by subcorpora from three data sources, we refrained
from developing a corpus-wide wording convention for the
extracted multimodal data objects. Data objects in the pilot
corpus are thus distinguished by relying on existing label-
ing systems, such as the ones mentioned in Sect. 5. While
the complexity of maintaining subcorpus-specific labelling
conventions for data objects could be partly removed by de-
veloping corpus-level labels and genre-specific sub-labels,
a step that could cater to a more unified corpus structure,
such a step could also lead to the loss of the comprehensive
structural granularity of the current corpus.

Another important task was to enrich the corpus meta-
data by incorporating NLP tools for corpus annotation and
information retrieval. While some of these techniques ev-
idently enriched the metadata of the corpus, others per-
formed well on one type of data, but not on another, high-
lighting the necessity of employing tools or models built
for specific tasks in the specific target domain. To be more
precise, we found that the extraction of linguistic features
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Fig. 4 An example of an image/context text mismatch. The image in
this figure is the sole property of Greenpeace Germany and is used with
their permission. This is a screenshot of the webpage where the image
is hosted

is less genre-sensitive compared to the extraction of named
entities. While SciSpacy’s abbreviation extraction tool [23]
used with the model en_core_sci_lg did extract relevant ab-
breviations from scientific texts, the library’s NER tool does
not provide an option to extract named entities belonging
to categories relevant to our envisaged discourse analysis
task. More work will need to be done in this respect to seek
out the appropriate tools and models and to fine-tune them
to our domain-specific documents.

We also experienced difficulties in trying to achieve en-
tirely matching annotations for English and for German cor-
pora, mostly because existing tools and models for process-
ing German texts do not offer the same level of granularity
and linguistic detail. Improving this situation is identified
as a research desiderate in our future work.

In Sect. 8 we presented two potential use cases of the pi-
lot corpus, namely: (1) investigating connections between
documents through data objects, metadata properties and
linguistic features, and (2) investigating the mismatch in
sentiments between two types of modalities (image and
text). In the context of discourse analysis, the strengths of
use case (1) lie within its power to reveal novel connections
among documents, which can expand the context of dis-
course analysis beyond a sentence- and text-level approach.
Use case (2) could open the way for a comprehensive qual-
itative analysis, which could shed some light on how senti-
ments in documents are used and whether a computational
interpretation of sentiments could benefit discourse analy-
sis. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
the sentiment analysis model performance, we believe that
this type of data structure could reveal the strengths and
weaknesses of such models, which is paramount given the
amount of automatic processing of texts and multimedia
contents being done every day. Future analysis may in-
corporate explainable sentiment analysis models, and the

multimodal corpus itself may be used to improve existing
sentiment analysis models.

As stated previously, the goal of this paper on the cre-
ation of ICCC pilot corpus is to explore the design and
curation process of a multimodal corpus, and to propose
a corpus development methodology that is conducive to
a multifaceted discourse analysis on the topic of climate
change. The next step of the research is to further improve
the proposed methodology, to expand the ICCC by looking
further into collecting data from other sources in the climate
change domain, and to test domain-specific NLP tools for
data processing.
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